The specificity with which the genetic code is read in protein synthesis, and with which other highly specific biosynthetic reactions take place, can be increased above the level available fiom free energy differences in intermediates or kinetic barriers by a process defined here as kinetic proofreading. A simple kinetic pathway is described which results in this proofreading when the reaction is strongly but nonspecifically driven, e.g., by phosphate hydrolysis. Protein synthesis; amino acid recognition, and DNA replication, all exhibit the features of this model. In each case, known reactions which otherwise appear to be useless or deleterious complications are seen to be essential to the proofreading function.
Introduction
The proper functioning of protein synthesis depends on the ability to "read" the genetic code with few mistakes. In protein synthesis, the maximum frequency at which a wrong but similar amino acid is inserted has been estimated at 1 in 104 (1), so levels of discrimination superior to that must be maintained in the, several recognition steps between aminoacid monomer and the product protein. Indeed, one of the fundamental general problems of biosynthesis is to understand how small error rates are achieved.
The customary view of the origin of such error rates can be described by an energy of discrimination. In typical biosynthetic processes in which "reading" is important, it is desired at some particular time to incorporate substrate C but not D, in spite of the fact that the final products of C or of D incorporated have essentially undistinguishable energies. Such incorporations are done through a recognition site c which is used somewhere along the reaction pathway, and which makes that region of the pathway energetically more favorable to C than to D. In simple reaction schemes, the frequency with which errors are made in site recognition is greater than or equal to exp --(AGCD/RT), where AGCD is the largest difference between the free energy of D and of C moving along the reaction pathway containing the recognition site c for C.
It is often difficult to justify the 5.5 kcal (23 kJ) necessary to explaih the known low error rates of 10-4 in protein synthesis, both in the case of codon-anticodon binding and in amino-acid recognition (2) . The situation is much worse in the case of DNA replication, where the error-rate is about 10-9 (3, 4) . Because the only simple discrimination mechanism is a LAGCD along the pathway, many descriptions of the energetics of recognition have an ad hoc character. One is, therefore, led to ask whether, with a given maximum AGCD along the re-4135 action path, it is possible to reduce the fraction of errors substantially below exp -(AGCD/RT). From a phenomenological point of view, if it were possible to proofread the product (or the site recognition during synthesis) once with the same precision as the conventional first identification, the fraction of errors would drop to [exp -(AGCD/RT) ]2. While such proofreading is conceptually possible, there is no known mechanism for such proofreading in the recognition steps of protein synthesis. Proofreading or "editing" has been suggested in DNA replication (5; 6), but a detailed description of its chemical kinetic basis is lacking. The problem is thus to find a simple quantitative model containing the essential features of a proofreading scheme. Most highly-selective recognitions in biosynthesis are carried out enzymatically and are strongly driven by the hydrolysis of nucleoside triphosphates. These circumstances allow the construction of a simple mechanism of "kinetic proofreading." The known sequence of steps in several biosynthetic processes is precisely that necessary for the operation of this mechanism. [1] kD are the starting point for a conventional description of reading errors (7, 8) .
For clarity, we consider the simplest case expected to be biochemically relevant rather than the most general case. It is, therefore, presumed in [1] that incorporation take place from the Michaelis complex Cc or Dc at the same rate. Such indiscriminant incorporation is reasonable when the covalent bond formed upoii incorporation is the same for either D or C, as in protein synthesis. Experiments have shown the independence of the maximum turnover rate on substrate species in some discrimination reactions (9, 10) in accord with a common W.
Discrimination in [1] can be based on the kinetic "on" rates, the "off" rates, or on the equilibrium constants. To make it obvious where the energies of discrimination are (a choice also consistent with maximum proofreading) let V = k'D; KD/KC = kC/kD... [2] In this case there is no discrimination between C and D in the barrier to the formation of the Michaelis complex. The entire energy of discrimination then lies in the Michaelis complex itself and in the kinetic dissociation rates. This supposition is approximately true in the case of the binding of short complementary oligonucleotides, where the rate of binding of pairs does not change much with binding energy (8, 11) .
Define the error fraction f as the rate of incorrect product formation divided by the rate of correct product formation when substrate C and D are in equal concentrations. For the reactions [1 ] Step 2 is assumed to be totally insensitive to the difference between C and D. Because step 2 is nonspecific, KD/KC = LD/LC. Offrates carry the specificity, so l'C 1D and k'c = k'D.
In the absence of side-reaction [3] , the reaction path 1-2-4 provides no advantage over that of the simpler Eq. [1] .
For W -0, the error fraction is fo, and it increases as W increases. In the absence of reactions 1 and 2, the side reaction pathway [3] [4] (m'/m)equilib. -(lc'kc/1ckc') = ID kDllDkD [6] relating m and m'. Within this constraint, Eq. [5] never yields an error fraction less than fo.
Increasing specificity in this system requires energy for reasons sketched in the following section. Let the intermediate step 2 be driven by enzymatic coupling to some other reaction a ,-> 0 which can be used as an energy source, as for example by and~~~~~~~~ [ 
7]
Cc ----*,.Cc* The rates m and m' are now coupled to an energy source, and need not be related by Eq. [6] . The total reaction pathway for the incorporation of C is [8] with an equivalent reaction for substrate D. The energy source might in a typical example use ATP for a, with AMP and pyrophosphate as the product f3.
The reactions [8] have expression [5] for the error fraction, but without the constraint [6] . To achieve an f-value approaching fo2 several conditions must be met. First, the wrong substrate arriving at DC* must come typically through step 2 rather than step 3, so m'kD'/(m' + kD) > lDb' Second, the rate of loss of molecules DC* must be dominantly by path 3, so m and W < lDS Third, just as for Eq. [1] , m' < kc. The first two of these inequalities together require [10] Thus, to obtain an error fraction comparable to fo2, reaction 2 must be driven hard enough to the right so that the effective equilibrium constant (Eq. [6] ) for the two intermediates of a given substrate is increased by a factor of at least (1/fo). Driven less hard, f will still be enhanced, but not to the level of fo2. The [9] . can break up into c + C with discrimination between C and D in the offrates, the single intermediate in a "collapsed" scheme will have this property, and acts as if 1c = kc, ID = kD. The problem in collapsing [4] onto [1] is the representation of W. In [1] , as soon as cC is formed, it immediately starts to make product at a rate W. In [4] , the formation of Cc does not begin product formation, but instead begins the generation of Cc*. The rate of generation of product in [9] sense Qf the direction of flow of time. The mechanism which is to generate the delay must consume free energy in order nQt to be a Maxwell demon, which gives a general explanation of why [4] only functions when it is driven. Equally clear is the need for off-rate discrimination when W is nonselective. We were in fact led to consider schemes like Eq. [4] by an understanding of the use of time delay to enhance specificity.
The reading of the genetic code in protein synthesis
The elongation of a protein polymer growing on a ribosome involves the binding qf a specific charged tRNA molecule at the empty A-site of the mRNA-ribosome complex (12, 13) . The protein polymer is attached to the amino acid of a tRNA bound to the adjacent ribosomal P-site. Both enzymatically directed and nonenzymatic binding of tRNA at the A-site can occur. Nonenzymatic'binding at a 20 mM Mg concentration, is sufficiently specific that it was used (14, 15) in deciphering the genetic code.
The enzymatic binding process involves the prior formation of a ternary complex of tRNA, elongation factor Tu, and a molecule of GTP. During binding, the GTP is hydrolyzed and the Tu factor is released. Thus, the total reaction scheme for the specific binding of charged tRNA to the ribosome includes Cc is formed. Thus, [9] will be equivalent to a scheme like [1] The inclusion of 3 as a possible in vivo side reaction at 7 mM Mg seems reasonable since the dissociation rate is faster in the absence of Mg (11) . This reaction scheme parallels that of Eq.
[8] except for irrelevant details of how the energetic coupling takes place.
In this case, an argument can be made for the occurrence of kinetic proofreading. Kinetic studies of base pairing in double helical fragments show that the on--rates are relatively independent of pairing, and the off-rates presumably dominate the discriminatory ability (8, 11) . In vivo, the enzymatic pathway 1-2-4 dominates in the incorporation of protein. In nonenzymatic binding at higher Mg concentration, W is slow enough 'to allow Eq. [3] to operate fairly effectively, so W must be much slower than the off-rate ID of improper tRNA in step 3. The 1D, 1c, and W thus have the correct kind of relation for kinetic proofreading. If this relation is not radically altered on going to 7 mM Mg, (11) all qualitative conditions for'kinetic proofreading are met in vivo.
The side-pathway of the reaction to produce nonenzymatic release (or binding) appears harmful in normal protein synthesis. It acquires use in this reaction scheme as a rejection pathway after proofreading.
Reducing Errors 4137
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 71 (1974) The direct experimental approach of measuring all the rate constants at the same MNg concentration for correct and incorrect tRNA at pathway 3 and 4 is strongly desirable. Proofreading could also be directly checked by measuring the rate of GTP hydrolysis per amino acid added when the mENA is coding for a single amino acid. If'step 3 is not used as an exit step, one GTP will be hydrolyzed per added amino acid regardless of whether the tRNA added is correct or incorrect.
If 3 is used for proofreading, more GTP will be hydrolyzed when incorrect tRNAs are used, for much of it should be rejected in step 3 after GTP hydrolysis but before incorporation.
The charging of tRNA with amino acids
In the reaction, synthetase + amino acid + ATP + tRNA synthetase + aminoacyl tRNA + AMP + pyrophosphate (in abbreviations E + aa + ATP + tRNA E + AMP + PPi + aa. tRNA) the synthetase must recognize with high specificity both the amino acid and the tRNA which is to be charged. We deal'only with the former recognition problem. In the simplest cases, e.g., methionine synthetase (16) The last step is a composite which could be expanded. The reaction scheme 1-2-3-4 is isomorphic with Eq. [8] (except that the methionyl AMP rather than the substrate methionine itself is released in step 3) and is therefore ideally set up for kinetic proofreading.
The intermediate, aa(E -ATP), and reactions 1 and 2 have been studied by phosphate exchange between ATP and pyrophosphate (bqt for valine and isoleucine synthetases). The phosphate exchange is characterized (9, 10) by a turnover number which for a given synthetase is essentially the same for valine and isoleucine, and by Michaelis constants for the two amino acids in the ratio 1/10 to 1/1000, depending on the synthetase and assay method. Thus reaction 1 is specific and reaction 2 is nonspecific, like those of Eq. [8] . Reaction 2 will be strongly driven by the low level of pyrophosphate in vtvo.
The pathway 1-2 leads to a 1/10 to 1/1000 discrimination against the incorrect amino acid in the intermediate complex (aa-AMP)E. Methionyl AMP has a binding constant of 2 X 106 M-l to its synthetase, and an off rate of 2 sec'1 (16) . The synthetase has no strong binding for other aminoacyl AMP compounds. For methionine, and also for tyrosine (17), step 3 is well verified and is specific. Kinetic proofreading can operate to reduce f if this discrimination between correct and incorrect aminoacyl AMP is at least partly in off-rates Ic and 1D-In addition, the rate of W of reaction 4 must be slower than the rate 1D of step 3. What little is known about these rates is compatible with kinetic proofreading.
There is in this view a functional purpose to the side reaction which produces free aminoacyl ANIP, a reaction which otherwise would appear biologically harmful. Kinetic proofreading would not occur' without a reaction which provides a channel for the rejection of incorrect amino acids in the proofreading step. Only a small flux of correct amino acids need be rejected in this channel.
One way to prove the existence of kinetic proofreading is to measure all of the relevant rates for correct and incorrect aminoacyl AMP in reaction 3 and the rate of reaction 4. Such an approach though is certainly most fruitful in the long run. In the case at hand, however, since the proofreading errors are rejected as aaAMP'rather than as substrate amino acid, the removals in proofreading are specifically identified.
One could, therefore, directly gain evidence for proofreading in this reaction by studying aminoacyl AMP production for correct and incorrect substrates. Synthetases which reject the incorrect amino acid itself after tRNA binding (18) , releasing amino acid + AMP, also have a reaction scheme appropriate for kinetic proofreading, but are more difficult to examine for that effect. The expected increase in the ratio (phosphate hydrolysis)/(charged tRNA) for mischarging when proofreading is being used, can assay for proofreading in this case.
The replication of DNA The completed part of a growing DNA strand is hydrogenbonded to its complementary template. The next base to be incorporated is matched as the nucleoside triphosphate to the template, pyrophosphate is released, and the monophosphate is incorporated into the growing strand in a reaction catalyzed by DNA polymerase. In vivo, the pyrophosphate concentration is kept low by a pyrophosphatase, but in vitro, the reaction can be driven backward to produce triphosphate monomers by the addition of pyrophosphate (5, 6, 19) .
DNA polymerase also exhibits an exonuclease activity, releasing monophosphates by hydrolysis of the end of the chain nominally growing. Others (5,6) have suggested that this exonuclease activity serves an editing role by causing an incorrect monophosphate base to be removed after it has been erroneously incorporated. How In an antimutator strain of bacteriophage T4 with an error rate less than 1-0 times that of the wild type, most of the base triphosphate is hydrolyzed to free monophosphate instead of adding to the growing polymer (20) . (The interpretation is not definitive-see also ref. 21 .) This must mean that the off-rate for step 3 with a correct match is comparable to the forward rate W for such a match. If the off-rate for an incorrect match in 3 is much faster than for a correct base (20) this antimutator strain of pathologically low error rate must make use of kinetic proofreading.
Discussion
Errors in identification in strongly driven systems can be reduced far below the level expected from simple ratios of binding constants or kinetic rate constants for simple reaction schemes. In strongly driven reactions, the new kinetic scheme of Eq. [8] results in error rates as low as "proofreading" once would produce. The amount of intrinsic free energy difference necessary to discriminate between two species at a given level of accuracy is cut in half by a single proofreading, and further reductions are similarly possible for more complicated reaction schemes. The error reduction mechanism is equivalent to the introduction of a lag or time delay between the formation of the activated complex and the formation of product, in an otherwise normal Michaelis scheme. In three cases we have examined,)known steps and likely intermediates provide a reaction scheme which in essence is isomorphic to the new kinetic model. Sufficient details and numbers are known to suggest the use of kinetic proofreading in each of the three systems.
Circumstantial evidence on the use of proofreading in biosynthesis can be taken from the following questions. Why is DNA polymerase an exonuclease? Why is tRNA binding (and unbinding) to the messenger-ribosome complex permitted nonenzymatically as well as enzymatically? Why is the side product amino-acid AMP (or aa + AMP) a possible product in the charging of amino acids? All these three processes are at first sight wasteful side reactions which. should have been eliminated if possible. Each is, however, given the same functional meaning as an essential side reaction for kinetic proofreading, since each is located at a point in the pathway where a second chance is possible for the rejection of incorrect associations.
The basis of good reading discrimination may often lie in proofreading and the kinetic complexity of biosynthetic pathways, and not in the existence of some particular intermediate with an extremely large free energy difference between correct and incorrect substrates. Understanding the meaning of biosynthetic pathways in such cases will involve the nuances of minor pathways, competitive rates, and side reactions. The dominant direct reaction pathway need not by itself contain the explanation of large specificity.
